z Piemontu).
2 Apart from that, not much is known about him: Jan Szostak supposes that Siennik was born "around 1540 at the earliest", 3 and, in Karol Estreicher's opinion, he died around 1588. 4 He probably was not an "outstanding physician and botanist", 5 because his name is not mentioned in that context in any, especially university, documents, which have survived. It has to be admitted though that he had some knowledge of medicine since, in addition to Herbarz, he compiled such books as Lekarstwa doświadczone (Th e Practised Medicines), 6 Nauka rządzenia ciał człowieczych (Th e Science of Rule of Human Bodies) (German, Polish, Latin, "and even Hebrew" 9 ), could translate from those languages into Polish "in a literary style", meaning skilfully, 10 at the request of one or another publisher, he knew how to edit such books as, for example, Herbarz, and even when he ran out of such orders, mediate between paper producers and printers in the sale of paper, which is the reason why, in some municipal documents, his name is sometimes accompanied by the honourable epithet papirifex. Fig. 2 ; apart from that, there are also Polish and Latin "registers" in Herbarz) and notes that, when translated to Polish, Merten Heüwrecher means exactly Marcin Siennik. 15 As it is known, there is no such a name among Polish names derived from the names of performers of activities (in a given trade) maybe because a man working with hay was not such an institutionalized phenomenon in the Polish lands as it was in the German lands to "deserve" a separate name ("siennik" -a pallet in English), and later also a surname (Siennik) . Szostak ardently protests against Kośmiński's, Estreicher's, and Karpluk's thesis (calling it "surprisingly cavalier" and "rash"). He justifi es his attachment to Siennik's Polishness with a sentence from the preface to Herbarz, where Siennik wrote about the reasons for providing the work with numerous multilingual registers. He did it "to make our neighbours know that the Polish language [--] is able to call every thing without neighbourly help", which, in Szostak's opinion, "unequivocally shows that Siennik was not only a Pole but also a true patriot". 16 What can we say then about Samuel Linde, the author of an outstanding dictionary of the Polish language who was of foreign origin? 17 Besides, there are also other reasons (and this is exactly the contribution mentioned in the title) encouraging refl ection on whether Siennik' 23 he fi nds it appropriate to explain that: "the Germans call it Fischbeyn". Th e distance from the Poles may also be detected in such comments as: "Th ere are also louse in the skin over the body, which the Poles call obscenely, and I call them skin louse. M.S." (Tajemnice, 502 C) or: "Take a live mother hen, and that place where the eggs cluster means the lower back in Polish" (Tajemnice, 543 H). Perhaps it is not by coincidence that wherever in the original there is: "Et mettila nella cenere calda per quattro miserere" ("And having put it in hot ashes for four time miserere" 24 ), in Siennik's translation (Tajemnice, 542 C) there is: "put it into the embers (i.e., ashes), and then take it out;" and wherever in the original there is: "per lo spatio di due miserere" ("for the time of two miserere"), in Siennik's translation (Tajemnice, 560 B) there is: "until the oil soaked in", which could mean Protestant respect for the emergent word, or, in other words, reluctance to the Catholic, in fact, treatment of the emergent word as a clock.
thinges of the world, and of certaine eff ects caused of certaine Beastes (London, 1570) . It is interesting though that in the German translation of Th e Secrets of the Reverend Maister Alexis of Piemont the word 'secrets' was translated slightly more rationally as künsten, or 'the arts'. 20 E.g., "When blended this will produce an alcoholic beverage which a (mentally) ill is to take when going to sleep [--] . If the ill does not want to take such beverage, one has to try to swindle it into him"; Tajemnice, 500 B; "Take half a drachma of grated mouse's dung [--] half a cup of herbal vodka (wódka babczana), a bit of sugar, stir, and you will get the drink"; Tajemnice, 521 A. 21 A. Brückner, Słownik etymologiczny języka polskiego (Warsaw, 1985) , p. 578. 22 "Redness and guts or red fl aws are to be removed from face in this way"; Tajem First, I did not stick to Marcin Siennik's translation in respect of the Polish language, because his Polish is so crude that I have never read my own language that would be cruder, which shows that he either was a foreigner or was brought up in foreign lands when he was young.
What Śleszkowski had in mind here was not so much Siennik's origin (which he could have had some knowledge of) but fi rst of all mercenary 27 and "personal" reasons, that is to appropriate the authorship of the Polish translation of Th e Secrets to make his "translation", which was copied almost word for word from Siennik, be considered better and binding since then (which he 29 He was also guided by "patriotic" reasons, which 28 One more edition in 1620, at Maciej Andrzejowczyk's printing house in Cracow, and another fi ve at the Basilian fathers' printing house in Supraśl (1737 Supraśl ( , 1750 Supraśl ( , 1758 Supraśl ( , 1786 Supraśl ( , 1788 . 29 Th e need of a new translation of Th e Secrets of the Reverend Maister Alexis of Piemont was justifi ed by Śleszkowski in his preface as follows. "Th is is what you need to know, my Reader, to better understand these books and also my intention which guided me when publishing them. First of all you need to know that I have never wished to publish those Mysteries, even though I kindly wished them for my Homeland: but seeing so many ask about them so often, and no Printer befi tted to reprint them, even if he were to do it at his own cost, because they needed to be improved, which was not possible without much diffi culty and skill in medical science; therefore, while not being able to see anybody who would take up this job constantly demanded by many people, I fi nally thought it would be good to meet that good and honest human demand, because this is what we are born for, and to give these Mysteries to our Homeland for ever. To this end, I took the following eff orts: First, I did not stick to Marcin Siennik's translation in respect of the Polish language, because his Polish is so crude that I have never read my own language that would be cruder, which shows that he either was a foreigner or was brought up in foreign lands when he was young [--] . Th en, I corrected many things omitted through negligence, not only in respect of dosium, that is Apothecaries' weights, or rather Medical weights, but also the ingredients themselves, and I added many recipes and other useful things which are in those books of Mysteries of Alexis of Piemont published in Latin, and were not included in their Polish edition. Moreover I put those Mysteries into an order in which they have never been before, because I have put together all the medicines dispersed in all the books". Th e individual theses of Śleszkowski's disquisition deserve "honest" verifi cation. First, Siennik's translation might have not been so "crude" in terms of the Polish language, if Ślesz-kowski copied "entire cards, or even sheets from Siennik" (F. Bentkowski, Historia literatury polskiej, vol. 2 (Warszawa and Wilno, 1814) , p. 451: "Since Marcin Siennik's translation was older Śleszkowski curiously goes out of his way to make his Polish pure and reproaches Siennik in the preface for the crudeness of his language, whereas Linde says in his manuscript notes that Śleszkowski copied entire cards, or even entire sheets, from Siennik"). As a matter of fact, not so much "cards" and "sheets", but simply everything, making only some small orthographic alterations here and there, which were only the result of the lapse of time, i.e., the fact that more than 50 years passed from the publication of Siennik's Herbarz to the publication of Tajemnice edited by Śleszkowski.
As for the correction of "many things omitted through negligence, not only in respect of dosium, that is Apothecaries' weights, or rather Medical weights, but also the ingredients themselves", apart from two cosmetic corrections, it is simply not true. As to "added many recipes and other useful things which are in he probably understood as xenophobia ("which shows that he either was a foreigner or was raised in foreign lands when he was young"), extreme anti-Semitism, 30 and other products of the Counter-Reformation crusade. 31 those books of Mysteries of Alexis of Piemont published in Latin, and were not included in their Polish edition", it is true that each book was provided by Śleszkowski with an "appurtenance", that is one or more new recipes, which most often do not come from Th e Mysteries of Alexis of Piemont published in Latin but from other sources, which Śleszkowski himself often and readily writes about (e.g., on p. 75 of F. Cezary's 1620 edition: "I had this last [medicine] from a certain Frenchman, Piotr Bryndeus, an Ingolstad professor, my preceptor, who even now is very famous in those lands for his great knowledge of and experience in treating various diffi cult diseases"). Th ird, one can hardly say what Śleszkowski had in mind when he wrote: Moreover I put those Mysteries into an order in which they have never been before, because I have put together all the medicines dispersed in all the books", since the order of recipes in Siennik's edition and in Śleszkowski's edition is basically the same, and in the case of medical and cosmetic recipes Śleszkowski also kept Siennik's pattern a capite ad pedes ("from head to heel" which was the favourite method of arranging texts about diseases and medicines in the antiquity and the Middle Ages). It is even more diffi cult to understand the fact that Śleszkowski used this argument against Siennik who wrote in the preface to the eighth book of Tajemnice that: "Th ese eighth books are not arranged in the order which we can see in the Latin [version -ed.] ; but in this way, just like in the previous seven books, we gathered together into chapters the things which were united as medicines for individual parts of the body, even though in the Latin books they were dispersed here and there, we gathered them together into chapters and put into order". 30 
